Green Kill Policies

These policies ensure smooth operations at Green Kill. Thank you for your attention and cooperation.

Exhibiting Artists

All Green Kill participants must follow this Green Kill Policy Check List. Where Green Kill is mentioned in this document, it’s a reference to Green personnel.

Expectations

You understand that an attitude of mutual respect is necessary at Green Kill.

You understand that no third party can represent you.

You have read the contract.pdf under the Contact section of greenkill.org. The Green kill Artist exhibition Program section of greenkill.org outlines the exhibition program, the allocation of space, and the justifications for costs.

You understand that all submissions are subject to Green Kill approval.

You understand that Green Kill makes the final decisions about the curation of your show, but that you are welcome to make suggestions and that Green Kill determines the location of free-standing objects.

You understand which Event Space has been allocated for your work.

You understand that if you do not have your own insurance, that you are limiting your liability defense.

You understand that you must provide the following information about your artwork—Name, Date, Materials, Size, Price or NFS (not for sale).

You understand that you must provide an artist statement.

You understand that an event section and a personal section will be created for you on greenkill.org.

You understand that all art work must be prepared for mounting. Art work will be reviewed and refused if not prepared adequately. And all damages must be noted upon
arrival and you will be contacted. No art work will be accepted if you do not understand the condition of the works upon arrival.

You have agreed to the terms and are paying 20 dollar fee for your exhibition. No exhibition will be approved and no art works will be received unless this fee is paid in advance of arrival.

You understand that all sales generated at Green Kill or by contact on greenkill.org are divided between you and Green Kill with Green Kill receiving 40 percent and the artist receiving 60 percent after taxes. If the sale is brokered through a third party, Green kill receives 25 percent, the third party 25 percent and you receive 50 percent after taxes.

You understand that Green Kill must sign off on the use of the Green Kill name and any promotions related to your exhibition and the press release format determined by Green Kill must be used.

You understand that Green Kill promotes all events and that you may inquire about promotions and contribute promotional contacts which Green Kill does not have.

You understand Green Kill may take photos and has full control of their use for promotion.

You understand that Green Kill permits public photography at Green Kill exhibition events.

You understand that no solicitations are permitted at Green Kill without the consent of Green Kill.

You understand that no Green kill furniture will be used for your exhibition and that Green Kill determines the placement of all furniture.

You understand that at exhibition opening events Green Kill provides two bottles of wine, three bottles of seltzer, a bowl of hummus dip, a bowl of chips and a bowl of cookies along with cups, napkins, plates, and tablecloths.

You understand that beyond what Green Kill provides, all food and beverages are your responsibility at opening events and that a contribution jar may be put out for you to recoup some of the costs, and that Green Kill operates a non alcoholic snack and beverage bar called “Ozubar.”
You understand when your delivery and pick-up dates are scheduled.

You understand that Green Kill will appoint an arbitrator to handle any legal disputes.

You understand that by special agreement this statement may be modified with additional agreements for specific requests. providing they are spelled out and attached.

For questions or concerns, please call 347-689-2323 or write to 229greenkill@greenkill.org.

***

Performing Artists

All Green Kill participants must follow this Green Kill Policy Check List. Where Green Kill is mentioned in this document, it’s a reference is to Green personnel.

Expectations

You understand that an attitude of mutual respect is necessary at Green Kill.

You understand that content and expression is permitted as long they are part of the event.

You understand that no third party can represent you.

You have read the contract.pdf under the Contact section of greenkill.org.

You understand that if you do not have your own insurance, that you are limiting your liability defense.

You understand that either a contribution will be requested or ticket sold for your event at the door and on eventbrite.com. The minimum price you can charge for an event is 5 dollars per individual and the maximum is 20 dollars per individual. Tickets sold on Eventbrite.com are added to the door sales. Green Kill takes a flat rate of 50 dollars at the 5 dollar ticket price, 75 dollars at 10 dollar ticket price and 100 dollars at 20 dollar ticket price. The performers with divide the remaining portion of the ticket sales equally. This procedure happens at the end of the event with the participation of a Green Kill assigned person and an event assigned person.

You understand that the performers are entitled to a maximum of five free guests at ticketed events.
You understand that fire codes limit the audience of 45 people.

You understand that smoking must take place outside. There is a deck at the back of the building. No vaping or smoking in the building or bathroom.

You understand that Green Kill determines operators for all in-house equipment such as lighting and the mixing board and that no beverages are permitted near the light or mixing boards.

You understand that no Green Kill furniture may be used in your performance unless Green Kill has allocated it for that purpose and you understand that Green Kill determines the best use and placement of Green Kill furniture and staging arrangements.

You understand the performer merchandising must be reviewed by Green Kill and that Green Kill will determine its placement.

You understand all Green Kill equipment must be returned in the condition it was lent. You understand that sound checks are required and the volume of music must be set for the size of the Green Kill space which is 840 square feet.

You have provided a list of your equipment and both you and Green Kill have made note of any preexisting conditions.

You understand that Green Kill must sign off on the use of the Green Kill name and any promotions related to your exhibition and you understand the press release format determined by Green Kill must be used.

You understand that Green Kill promotes all events and that you may inquire about promotions and contribute promotional contacts which Green Kill does not have.

You understand that an event section will be created for you on greenkill.org.

You understand Green Kill may take photos and has full control of their use to the extent there is no conflict with clearly stated union policies.

You understand that no solicitations are permitted at Green Kill without the consent of Green Kill.
You understand that all food and beverages are your responsibility at events and that a contribution jar may be put out to recoup some of your costs, and that Green Kill operates a non alcoholic snack and beverage bar called “Ozubar.”

You understand that performance events cannot jeopardize the exhibition art.

You understand that Green Kill equipment is for your use at Green Kill events and is not for outside for loan or rent.

You understand when your delivery and pick-up dates are scheduled.

You understand that Green Kill will appoint an arbitrator to handle any legal disputes.

You understand that by special agreement this statement may be modified with additional agreements for specific requests, providing they are spelled out and attached.

For questions or concerns, please call 347-689-2323.